
Side Table No. 2
Design PlueerSmitt
Year 2014

PlueerSmitt

Based in Basel, Swiss designers Dominic Plueer and Olivier Smitt work to challenge our assumption and 

perception of daily life’s most basic products. Through emboldening a product’s material presence and not 

demoting unfamiliar forms to typical primary functions, PlueerSmitt’s small-scale furniture and objects confirm 

that life’s basic products can realize new life as autonomous objects.
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By contrasting volumes, the angular and the curved, 

Swiss design duo PlueerSmitt teases our sense of the 

familiar. While in essence it is a wooden side table 

consisting of two slender trestles and a tabletop, the 

sculptural quality of Side Table No. 2 blurs the lines 

between form and function. Viewed from different 

angles the side table varies greatly – timelessly 

elegant and ever intriguing.

PRODUCT DATA

Design PlueerSmitt. 2014

Product type Side table

Environment Indoor

Materials Tabletop in polyurethane with black Fenix veneer, 
legs in solid wood with black lacquer

DELIVERY

Lead time 12 weeks

ARTICLE CODE

200419 Side Table No. 2

40 cm | 15 3/4”39 cm | 15 3/8”
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I N F O  S H E E T

Founded on rebellious curiosity and a passion for the unique, Karakter is a bit out of the ordinary. Rooted in the proud Danish design tradition, but always maintaining an international 

outlook, Karakter presents a striking portfolio of furniture, lighting and objects from designers who have already written the history of design to those who are aspiring to write the future. 

All designers collaborating with Karakter are curated for their ideas and creativity and shared by all of them is an inspiring level of curiosity and an uncompromising take on their work. 

Boasting both the relevant and honest, the beautiful, the playful and the expressive, all designs have a clear, undeniable character. Ready to spark curiosity and start conversations.
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